
 

Below you will find a selection of activities to complete while you are at home.  In the Early Years 

children learn through play and self-chosen activities, so whilst these activities are a guide to help 

support your children it is equally important for you to follow your children’s interests, play with 

your child, listen and talk to them.  Have fun together!! 

A website which I use in school lots is providing daily lessons and links for you to engage with.  

There are lots of lovely ideas and there is a suggested timetable for you each day.  

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/home-learning-hub 

Phonics MATHS /LITERACY/IPC 
Ruth Miskin 
https://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/find-out-
more/parents/ 
Whilst we don’t use the Ruth Miskin 
programme in school currently.  There is lots 
of good advice about phonics, reading and 
writing on this website.  There are also videos 
daily on You tube which you can access to 
help your child with phonics at home.  You 
don’t need to purchase any resources to 
access the videos.  Please take a look. 
Learning phonics needs to be repetitive for 
the children so some of the activities you will 
do over the coming weeks will be ones you 
have tried before and hopefully you and your 
child will become experts at these. 
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/ 
When you put in the password choose phase 
3 or 4 (phase 1 for nursery) and you will see 
all the games.  Please continue to choose any 
of the games which your children enjoy. 
DAILY PRACTISE 
Practise the following letters and sounds using 
the games on phonics play.   
s a t p i n m d g o c k ck e u r h b f ff l ll ss j v w 
x y z qu sh ch th ng ai ee igh oa oo ar or ur ow 
oi ear air ure  
Play Flashcards speed trial  
Play Tricky word trucks – choose phase 3 or 
phase 4 words.  You could also write the 
words onto card and play the game this way.  
Just show the children the words.  How many 
can they get right?  Can they beat their score 
next time? When they know these words 
move onto Phase 4 words 
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/member-
only/TrickyWordTrucks.html? 
It is also important that the children learn the 
letters names of the alphabet too.  I explain to 
the children that each letter has a name just 

MATHS ACTIVITIES – Princess Mirror Belle and 
the Dragon Pox by Julia Donaldson The link 
below is to the story being read on You tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAFaJfcqqt
4 
The activities for this week are taken from the 
website below.  There are videos on here 
explaining what you need to do if you follow the 
link below, and the stories you need are on here 
too.   
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/earl
y-years/ 
You can follow the activities on the website but I 
have written a few up in more detail on our 
maths days.   
OAK NATIONAL ACADEMLY WEBSITE 
https://www.thenational.academy/online-
classroom/reception/maths/#subjects 
MATHS  
This site is doing daily maths lessons for the 
children to watch and take part in.  They will 
need you to help to find the resources, but these 
should be things you have around your house.  If 
you prefer you can use these lessons instead of 
the ones I have suggested or a mixture of both. 
ENGLISH 
The link below is for daily English lessons which 
are also very good and free to use.  Again, feel 
free to use these daily lessons if you prefer them 
to the ones I have planned, or you can use a 
mixture of both. 
https://www.thenational.academy/online-
classroom/reception/english/#subjects 
The other part of the website has daily lessons 
for other areas of the curriculum – foundation 
subjects. Here is the link 
https://www.thenational.academy/online-
classroom/reception/foundation/#subjects 
There are lots of lovely activities and more daily 
lessons for the children to access. 
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like they do.  You could use cards or write the 
letters of the alphabet down and ask the 
children to tell you the letter name and then 
it’s sound.  Ask the children to sing you the 
alphabet song.  I have put a link to one 
alphabet song on You tube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XC6wQQ
Ho8uU 

 

Monday: Reception 
Draw a grid similar to the one below.  You can 
use any words it doesn’t have to be the ones 
in the grid.  Actually, these will probably be 
too easy for some of the children. Maybe you 
could practise words with specific phonemes 
your child is finding difficult.  For example if 
your child is finding the igh and ow phoneme 
hard you could fill the frame with words such 
as light tight might bright fight etc.  and cow 
bow slow mow etc.  
This is a game for two players.  Each player 
has 4 counters.  Choose a word to read.  If 
they read it correctly, they can place a counter 
over the word.  Then the 2nd player has their 
turn.  The first player to get 4 counters in a 
row either vertically, diagonally or horizontally 
wins. 

 
 
 
 

Monday: Maths –  
Share the story Princess Mirror-Belle and the 
Dragon Pox with the children by Julia Donaldson 
with your child. If you do not have access to the 
book, here is a link to it being read on YouTube.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAFaJfcqqt
4 
Discuss the story with your child. Ask them to 
remember all the ways the princess tried to find 
a cure for the dragon.  Write these on separate 
pieces of paper as they remember.  Your child 
might like to draw a quick picture to go with 
each cure.  Can they put them in the correct 
order of the story?  When you talk about the 
pictures, use ordinal language such as first 
second third fourth etc. When the pictures have 
been ordered correctly, ask your child questions 
using ordinal language such as, ‘Which came 
first?’ and ‘Which was third?’  
 
Can the children write their own cure using 
things from around the house?  The rule is they 
have to make the amounts of things they use for 
their cures add up to ten or to make it harder 
they might want to try twenty.  
EG: 
2 squares of toilet roll 
5 pieces of Lego 
3 squirts of hand wash. 
 
Nursery start with a cure made of 5 things. If 
they find this easy, make it 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XC6wQQHo8uU
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Nursery: 
Aspect 1: Environmental sounds 
Guess the Animal 
Using animal figures, pictures or drawings 
make a noise of an animal and get your child 
to pick the corresponding animal. To practise 
speaking skills, you can swap and get them to 
do an animal noise for you to match. Maybe 
your child might like to have a go at drawing 
the animals too.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tuesday: Reception 
Write a sentence for the children to read for 
themselves.  Can the draw a picture to go with 
the sentence they have read?  I have put some 
examples below. 
 

 
Nursery: 
Aspect 5: Alliteration 
I Spy 

Play I Spy with your child, making sure you 
use the initial sound of the word as 
oppose to its letter name. If you are 
unsure of how to pronounce the letter 
sounds, look at these videos on you tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4fvEl8
MIvs&t=3s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daOv3ap
d78s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-
kQoyBYKJI 
 

Tuesday: IPC Going Places now. 
As some of the children will be returning to 
school this week I thought it would be a nice idea 
to weave it into our IPC topic for you to be able 
to talk about it with your children. 
 
For reception children who will be returning 
tomorrow, you might like to share the videos we 
have posted so they can talk about the changes 
they can see in the classroom and how they will 
line up when they come to school. It might be a 
nice opportunity to talk to the children about 
any worries they might have about returning to 
school or what they are looking forward to about 
returning to school. The children might like to 
draw and write a simple sentence about school 
and what they are looking forward to. 
 
If your child isn’t returning to school you could 
discuss what they love about school and 
encourage them to draw and write about this. In 
nursery I am going to be talking to the children 
about what is the same and what is different, 
and you can do this with your children at home 
too. 
 
Please send any photos of the work to me and I 
can post on the blog.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4fvEl8MIvs&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4fvEl8MIvs&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daOv3apd78s
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Wednesday: Reception 
Keep revising the Phase 3 Tricky words  
He she we me be was you they all are her my 
Can the children use the words in a sentence?  
You might need to give them examples to 
start them off. Children could also practise 
writing the words using the Look Cover Write 
Check method.  Have the words on flash cards 
and see how many the children can read.  You 
could time the children to see how long it 
takes them to read the list of words.  Can they 
beat their time the next time? 
Nursery: 
Aspect 7: Blending and segmenting 
Count The Sounds 

Ask your child to listen carefully as you 
sound out these words. 
pin, sat, tap, net 
How many letter sounds are in each 
word? Get your child to count on their 
fingers as you sound the word out. 
Eg ‘c-a-t, 1-2-3’ 
If your child feels confident with the 3-
sound words try some with less sounds 
and some with more sounds such as: - 
fast (f-a-s-t) in (i-n) happy (h-a-pp-y) at (a-
t) sunny (s-u-nn-y) 
 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday: Maths –  
Double my shoe! The girls only had one slipper 
each! Have a look in your wardrobe or wherever 
you keep your shoes? How many doubles – pairs 
can you find? 
Explore the shoes in your house. They all should 
be in pairs! Who has the most pairs of shoes in 
your family?  Practise counting the shoes in 
twos.  2, 4, 6, 8, 10.  How many pairs of shoes is 
that? Who has the biggest feet? Who has the 
longest feet? Is this the same? Can you put your 
pairs of shoes in order of size? Can you make 
your own shoe shop? How much would different 
shoes cost? 
Bath time! The first thing the Princess does to 
find a cure is to run a bath! How long does it 
take to run your bath? Explore full and half full!  
You might not want to use the bath like Mirror-
Belle. You could try the sink and experiment how 
many of each different container it takes to fill it. 
Which do you think will be the quickest? Why? 
Will you need more or less pours of a container 
if it is bigger? or smaller? 

 
Thursday: Reception 
The children have now completed all the 
phase 4 tricky words 
Little there one what when were have like 
said so do some come  
Can the children use the words in a sentence?  
You might need to give them examples to 
start them off. Children could also practise 
writing the words using the Look Cover Write 
Check method. Have the words on flash cards 
and see how many the children can read.  You 
could time the children to see how long it 
takes them to read the list of words.  Can they 
beat their time the next time? 
 
 

Thursday – Going Places IPC 
These activities focus on different countries 
around the world and what school is like for 
children who live in these countries and how it 
differs to going to school in England.   
Talk to your child about how they travel to 
school.  Ask them if they think that children 
around the world travel to school in the same 
way. Explore their ideas and encourage them to 
give suggestions as to the types of transport 
children in different countries might use. Explain 
that you are going to share some videos that 
look at children’s lives in different parts of India, 
and what school life is like for them. 
The two videos are:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_ntMhqN
Bkk  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_ntMhqNBkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_ntMhqNBkk


Nursery: 
Aspect 4: Rhythm and Rhyme 
Singing songs 
Sing some songs with your child. See if they 
can remember all the words. Here are some 
examples of ones we sing in school: 
  
Hickory Dickory Clock  
The Wheels On The Bus  
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star  
Baa Baa Black Sheep 
5 Cheeky Monkeys Swinging in a Tree 
Old Macdonald Had a Farm 
Row Row Row Your Boat 
5 Little Ducks 
 
Have any of the songs got actions? Or can you 
make up some actions of your own with your 
child? 
  
 
 

 

This is a short documentary, which focuses on 
three nine-year-old girls who live with their 
families on a boat on the coast of Andhra 
Pradesh. In this short clip, we see them travelling 
by a special school boat to their land-based 
school.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wuGcY6-
Yxs  
This video is about Skarma, a young boy who 
lives high up in the mountains, near Tibet. His 
school is also in the mountains, and his journey 
involves walking and climbing over rocks and 
tree roots to get there.  
 
You might like to find India on a map or globe. 
Ask your child what they think living in India 
might be like. Do they think it is hot or cold? Do 
they think it is similar to their country? Explore 
their ideas. Watch each video in turn. After 
watching a video, encourage your child to talk 
about what they have seen. Begin by prompting 
them to talk about where the girls/boy live. How 
would they describe it? How does their 
environment compare with their country? Talk 
about how the children travel to school and 
consider the challenges they might face. Are the 
children excited and keen to make the journey to 
school each day? Revisit sections of the films to 
focus on particular details, such as Skarma’s 
school day and the types of things he likes to 
learn. Again, prompt the children to make 
comparisons with their own school day. What is 
the same/different?  
There are further videos in the award-winning 
documentary series, ‘Going to School in India’. 
 
Here is a photo montage showing some of the 
perilous journeys that children make in 
challenging environments around the world.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IhMk0_1BT
3c  
You may want to share a short section of the 
video and freeze each image for your child to 
study – Can they imagine what it would be like if 
they had to make that journey or overcome that 
obstacle each day on their journey to school. It’s 
incredible just how hard the children have to 
work to get to school each day! After sharing 
these videos your child might like to draw and 
write about their own journey to school. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wuGcY6-Yxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wuGcY6-Yxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IhMk0_1BT3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IhMk0_1BT3c


Friday: Reception 
Read a sentence. Ask children to write on 
paper (or use magnetic letters). Encourage 
children to sound talk tricky words.  
Your child could think of their own sentence 
they want to write.  Or you might like to give 
them a picture to look at and see if they can 
come up with a sentence to write about the 
picture. 
If you type into a Goole search Phase 4 
sentences it will bring up lots of examples.  If 
you want some easier one’s type in Phase 3 
sentences. 
Nursery: 
Aspect 6: Voice sounds 
Robot talking 

Have some objects or pictures of objects 
such as cat, dog, mug, sock, mat, rag, jam, 
peg. Explain that you are going to say some 
words using your robot voice. Can your child 
tell you the word you have said? Encourage 
them to use their robot voice too. Model 
breaking the word up into the 3 phonemes 
(sounds) and then blending it back together. 
EG ‘c-a-t cat’. 
 
 

Friday: Maths 
Can you practise your counting? Find a page 
with the two girls on in Princess Mirror-Belle 
and the Dragon Pox with the children by Julia 
Donaldson. Can you count the spots on each 
girl? Maybe you can even add them together. 
You might like to use objects or a number frame 
to help you work out the answer. 
If you don’t have access to the pictures in the 
book or if you want to start with fewer things to 
count, you could just draw two simple faces 
with spots on for your child to count and then 
add together.  Continue with different numbers 
of spots for your child to practise adding and 
finding a total. If your child is finding this tricky, 
you could use counters to represent the spots 
or model counting on. 
 

Reading- Please do some reading every day.  Sharing a favourite story together is a very 
worthwhile activity. 
I have put some new links on the blog this week for reading.  Please have a look at these 
websites as they have all the reading books we use in school.  The children can read the books 
online and then do the activities which go along with the reading. 
Oxford Owl for Home 
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/ 
Scholastic 
This website has a daily non-fiction and fiction book to read with activities linked to both books, 
and also other websites with learning opportunities linked to the books for the day.   
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/home-learning-resources.html 
Oxford Owl for Home 
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/ 
Lots of websites are offering free audio books for the children to listen to.   
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen 
 

Expressive Arts and Design: 
1. In the story Princess Mirror-Belle is the reflection of Ellen – a double!  She looks in the 

mirror.  Can you look in a mirror at home and draw your reflection?  You might like to use 
paints or felt tips to colour in your picture.  

2. Princess Mirror-Belle boasts she lives in a very posh palace with maids and guards to hold 
her father’s beard! Design your own castle or palace and think about your use of 3-D 
shapes.  When you have designed your castle maybe you could make it out of junk 
boxes or bricks you have at home.  What different shapes have you used?  

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/home-learning-resources.html
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen


 

RE:  The new topic for RE is Prayer 

The disciples asked Jesus how they should pray, and he taught them the Lord’s Prayer. Show your 
child where in the Bible we can find this story (Matthew 6 and Luke 11). Read the story and look 
at books illustrating the Lord’s Prayer for children. Listen to the Lord’s Prayer being sung. 
Challenge your child to write or say their own prayer.  What would they thank God for in their 
prayer?  Are there particular people they might like to pray for?  They might like to illustrate their 
prayer once it has been written.  If you like you could write the prayer for your child as they tell 
you what they want to say.  Put it up in their bedroom and encourage them to say their prayer at 
different times.   

Nursery children feel free to have a try of some of the reception activities and Reception children 
can also try some of the nursery activities if you would like. These will all be beneficial to the 
children’s learning and development.   
Please remember these activities are just ideas for you to try.  You don’t have to feel pressure to 
do the activities suggested.  The most important thing is to spend time with your child playing and 
talking.  If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 
We have loved seeing all your photos and activities on the Blog.  Please keep posting these this 
week so we can keep in touch. 
Enjoy your learning and your time together at home.     
We miss you. 
Mrs Simmons and Mrs Todd 
 

 


